WHEN DATA CLICKS, KNOWLEDGE FLOWS.

INQUISIENT PLATFORM
When Data Clicks, Knowledge Flows

ATTRIBUTES
jj Flexibility at HQ and
Operational Level

InQuisient is helping enterprise organizations bring harmony to their
complex corporate data matrix with a smart and systematic flow of
information facilitated by a data driven and user-integrated platform for
the relational foundation. InQuisient transforms enterprise knowledge into
a configurable highway of information tailored to the business model, the
manner in which the data is used and the transparency of information
required by departments.

jj Cross Operational Input
jj Customizable Specific
Metric Fields

InQuisient Platform gives database users visibility and real-time accuracy
so they can make informed decisions. By doing so, they can easily
connect the dots to facilitate the flow of knowledge so the right people
get the right information at the right time.

jj Task and User
Appropriated Visibility

BENEFITS
jj Scalable
jj Efficient
jj Secure

ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES

SHARED DATA ACCESS

SHARED DATA ACCESS

RELATIONAL ENGINE

SHARED DATA ACCESS

IQ PLATFORM = FLOW OF KNOWLEDGE
ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES

ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES
CONTINUOUS FLOW
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How It Works
LAUNCH

CONFIGURE

SHARE

Leverage an industry-standard
database that provides the scalability,
information assurance, openness and
the rigor of a relational foundation.

Starting from a host of built-in
browser-based features, end users
can configure attributes, forms,
reports and role-relevant visibility in a
direct fashion, staying up-to-date with
the organization’s data capture and
management needs.

Users contribute information
to enterprise knowledge that
immediately becomes visible across
operational departments based on
accessibility settings.

The InQuisient Platform adds a host of browser-based features
that facilitate all-encompassing functionality, from the simplest
individual information collection activity to an enterprise-wide
line of business systems.

InQuisient puts it ALL at
your fingertips so you can
get up-to-date enterprise
level perspective and share
data across operations and
departments at the speed
of your mission.

FOR A DEMO, VISIT
INQUISIENT.COM OR CALL
888-230-2181 TODAY!

Streamlined data management at the speed of your mission using the latest
technology and user-driven customization for:

jj Reports

jj Tasking

jj Search

jj Dashboards

jj Audit Trail

jj Discussion Threads

InQuisient’s enterprise data management platform creates order from chaos,
enabling the timely, multilateral flow of knowledge across all operational levels.
The user-driven, browser-based platform upholds the highest standards of
security and integrity. With the ability to deploy rapidly for just-in-time results,
InQuisient is “Everyman’s data management tool.”
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